Theses and Dissertations in German-American Studies 2000-2013

Our readers will note that the Yearbook of German-American Studies has not featured an "Annual Bibliography of German-Americana" since our 2006 issue. We do not hope to match the coverage provided by Giles and Dolores Hoyt for our members with that bibliographic resource. However, a year ago the SGAS Executive Committee decided that a list of dissertations and theses in German-American Studies should be included in the Yearbook. With the generous assistance of Marianne Reed and Alvin Mauler of the University of Kansas Libraries, we have used the ProQuest database to glean doctoral dissertations and master's theses in German-American Studies beginning in 2000 and continuing through the year 2013.

The dissertations and theses in this compilation are listed alphabetically by author's last name for each year. This is a first attempt and we may have missed a number of items. Please contact the editor, should you have additional items that should be included in a future list. In the subsequent issue of the Yearbook we will include any additional items through 2013 as well as all new dissertations and theses for the calendar year 2014.
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Hastak, Astrid. “I Was Never One of Those Frauleins’: The Impact of Cultural Image on German War Brides in America.” Purdue University, 2005.
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Ruschau, Adam Richard. “‘Fighting Mit Sigel’ or ‘Running Mit Howard’: Attitudes Towards German-Americans in the Civil War.” Miami University, 2007.
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2008


Miller, Eoghan P. "St. Louis's German Brewing Industry: Its Rise and Fall." University of Missouri-Columbia, 2008.


Thompson, Maris Rachel. "'They Used German When They Didn't Want Us to Understand': Narratives of Immigration, Ethnicity and Language Loss in Southwestern Illinois." University of California, Berkeley, 2008.

Toye, Sigrid. "Childhood Memories From Behind the Barbed Wire: The Legacy of German American Internment During World War II." Pacifica Graduate Institute, 2008.
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Clarke, Chelsea L. "Jacob Engelbrecht: An Example of German-American Identity in Nineteenth Century Maryland." University of Maryland, Baltimore County, 2009.


Rathmann, Frances E. "German Americans: Immigration, Relations and Assimilation." The University of Texas at San Antonio, 2009.


Terjesen, Lori Ann M. “Collecting the Bruecke: Their Prints in Three American Museums a Case Study.” Case Western Reserve University, 2010.


Kamm, Jessica Elizabeth. “German Film, World Travel: Berlin, Hollywood, Bombay.” University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2011.

Khramova, Maria. “The Volga German Dialect of Milberger, Kansas.” University of Kansas, 2011.

Noll, Peter M. “A Spatial Approach to Culture, Agriculture and Political Economy in the Late Nineteenth-Century Corn-Belt.” Iowa State University, 2011.
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